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By Steve Vogel

Random House Trade. Paperback / softback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, The Pentagon: A
History: The Untold Story of the Wartime Race to Build the Pentagon--And to Restore It Sixty Years
Later, Steve Vogel, The creation of the Pentagon in seventeen whirlwind months during World War II
is one of the great construction feats in American history, involving a tremendous mobilization of
manpower, resources, and minds. In astonishingly short order, Brigadier General Brehon B.
Somervell conceived and built an institution that ranks with the White House, the Vatican, and a
handful of other structures as symbols recognized around the world. Now veteran military reporter
Steve Vogel reveals for the first time the remarkable story of the Pentagon's construction, from it's
dramatic birth to its rebuilding after the September 11 attack. At the center of the story is the
tempestuous but courtly Somervell-"dynamite in a Tiffany box," as he was once described. In July
1941, the Army construction chief sprang the idea of building a single, huge headquarters that
could house the entire War Department, then scattered in seventeen buildings around Washington.
Somervell ordered drawings produced in one weekend and, despite a firestorm of opposition, broke
ground two months later, vowing...
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I actually started looking at this pdf. it was writtern extremely properly and valuable. I am very happy to inform you that this is basically the greatest book i
have read through during my very own daily life and might be he finest pdf for actually.
-- Ja cey K r a jcik DV M-- Ja cey K r a jcik DV M

If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. It is packed with wisdom and knowledge I am just e ortlessly could get a pleasure of reading a written
publication.
-- Lea  Leg r os V-- Lea  Leg r os V
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